
Customer's digital expectations are rapidly shifting. To meet them, banks
adopt new approaches to developing digital products and services. This
means breaking down the wall between Developers and IT Operations.

C L O U D S O F T . I O

A Global Tier 1 bank use Cloudsoft AMP's
composable approach to orchestrate their
services. Developers use AMP to describe the
different components of application services,
databases, or other resources, and for each of
them set up the healthy endpoint and the
parameters for healing them in the event of
disruption. 

Implemented as a critical resilience platform,
Cloudsoft AMP has also delivered: 

SUCCESS STORY

reduction in
recovery time

zero touch 
 application

management
 

"I feel fortunate to have met a tool like AMP on
my journey"

EXECUT IVE  D IRECTOR ,  T IER  1  BANK  

"Technology leaders need tools that will work with
what they already have, can meet them at their
current level of maturity, and are flexible enough to
adapt as they improve and as their needs change.
DPCs are the answer"

ROGER W I L L IAMS ,  GARTNER

reduced person
hours

 

GLOBAL TIER 1 BANK

Cloudsoft AMP is recognised by Gartner as a digital platform conductor (DPC) helping to tame hybrid IT
complexity with powerful orchestration capabilities. AMP's blueprints and policies allow developers to
choose from, and contribute to, agreed templates for provisioning, deployment, recovery and more. AMP
orchestrates your services and applications throughout their full lifecycle, works in any environment
(whether public cloud, on-prem, private cloud, containers or VMs) and its dashboards surface the
application health and compliance metrics you need. 

This level of orchestration requires 360   visibility, which is why AMP sits above your existing automation
and ITSM tech, integrating with them to provide an accurate and accessible picture of your whole
environment and its constituent services. 

Ensures critical
services are always up
and compliance can be

demonstrated

Orchestrates services
across environments,
regardless of location.

Provides centralised
control, governance &

visibility; top-down,
not bottom-up

INTRODUCING

ORCHESTRATION
RESILIENCE

DIGITAL DEXTERITY
WITH

A service-oriented approach
Bring the agility of cloud DevOps to traditional Infrastructure teams, allowing enterprises to compose
services, deploy them on the most appropriate environment and share these components with the
business for reuse and adaptation. However, successful delivery in complex enterprises requires an
orchestration platform and developer guardrails to ensure compliance, resilience and security. 

Composes business
services from your

blueprints and policies
catalogue


